
Reflection

I learned a lot of things from these experiments. First, the combination of thoughts, text, and
images, even though it seems as they would not match at first, they can complement each other.
For example, in the Juxtaposition experiment, I combined a phrase my aquafit instructor always
says with socks I bought for my roommate. These elements have nothing in common, but by
putting them together I created its own story. Second, I learned I could use unexpected items to
create color. Nailpolish and old makeup are not traditional for art on paper, as they are for “art”
in the body and face. Since I was no longer going to give them this specific use, I tried to
experiment. The colors and textures ended up surprising me. From drawing every day I learned
to pay more attention to my surroundings since these were the inspiration for most of my
drawings. It kept me grounded. I also learned to take some time to reflect on my day, which is
very relaxing as a busy day can go by very quickly. Although the black pen is my favorite, as I
did in this assignment I will try to experiment with more color in the final assignments. I had
limited colors to use this time but I intend to experiment with even more colors and textures use
them strategically to affect the mood of each panel. I would also like to try mixing unexpected
items since it is pleasant to create a unique combination.

● For all of the drawings paper from my MUJI pocketnote was used.

Day #1: Text As Image:

● March 5
● Time: 35 min
● Materials: Micron 05, 6b dark pencil black, Gellyroll pen in different colors, Old

make up: green concealer

Day #2: Musicality & Movement:

● March 6
● Time: 40 min
● Materials:

○ Black sharpie
○ Gellyroll pen in different colors
○ 0.5 regular pen in purple

Day #3: Observation & Detail:

● March 7
● Time: 35 min
● Materials: Micron 05 black and 6b dark black pencil

Day #4: Colour & Abstraction:



● March 8
● Time: ~55min

Materials:

○ Expired nail polish in colours baby pink and white eggshell
○ Old make up: green concealer and matte lipstick
○ Hb2 pencil
○ Micron 05 black
○ Gellyroll pen in neon pink

Day #5: Juxtaposition:

● March 9
● Materials: Micron 05 black
● Time: 35min












